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www.magnesiumwash.com

  How to use the MagnesiumWash bag
1.Features:
 - it can be used for a maximum of about 180 guaranteed washes with 45/60 minutes in water with 
   temperatures from 30°/60°/90°. The approximately 180 washes are guaranteed following the rules 
   of use: the values   of the Ph, of the bag in water, after approx. 20 minutes, they reach approx. 9-10.5 
   and the dirt, the grease begins to escape from the fabrics, cleaning  deeply. So it is not necessary to take
   the washing time beyond 1 hour, saving water and energy, even without rinsing. The wear of magnesium
   is in the times in the water, the longer the time, the shorter they will be the washes. 
   The recommended washing is at least 45 to 60 minutes with a temperature from 30° to 60°. 
   In this equally good washing results are achieved. For garments with stubborn and particular stains, 
   use the detergents you already use together with the MagnesiumWash bag that will make the fabrics clean 
   from chemicals.
-  It can be used in the basket up to 8 kg of laundry or weighing more than 8 kg use 2 bags-suitable for all 
   types of washing machines, works in soft water or any hardness, cold or hot- no more foam and there is 
   no more need to rinse (both water and energy savings)
2.Before the first wash, perform a high temperature wash cycle with the MW bag so that the bacteria and 
   the dirt from the washing machine are removed. If dirt is still visible on the washing machine drum, try it  
   to use sodium percarbonate in a cold water cycle lasting at least 1 hour.
3.
  1. Place the MagnesiumWash in the washing machine (DO NOT OPEN THE BAG) with the dirty clothes.       
   It is not necessary to add more detergents! MagnesiumWash replaces an equal detergent.
   Important:
A.MagnesiumWash works like a normal washing detergent. If you need to wash one shirt with very dirty 
   collar or particular or persistent stains, use a stain remover or laundry soap, before putting your clothes 
   in the washing machine
B.So if the clothes are very dirty, you can use the bag together with a traditional detergent, putting only half
   of the usual portion of detergent because MagnesiumWash increases the cleaning ability. See section A. 
   Important: Do not use chlorine or bleach detergents!If using a combination of washing and drying, remove
   the bag before the drying cycle.Note: MagnesiumWash will not be damaged, but it is highly recommended 
   to remove it before the cycle dryer to ensure the long life of the nylon bag.
   After washing, put the bag to dry. If necessary to do more washes, it can be used without drying.
4.
   How to use the bag for hand washing, even for your travels:1. Leave the bag in water, with the laundry, for 
   45/60 minutes, at the end gently squeeze and spread 2. After the first 30 minutes, from time to time, shake 
   the bag and squeeze the laundry several times, so that the hydrogen bubbles act as a detergent inside 
   the mesh of the fabric, taking awaydirt, sweat, grease and bacteria, leaving a fresh scent.
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